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Hope is the first step on the road to disappointment. 

 
It has been confirmed that the Chartist vessel Miseriecord will be diverting to Port Wander prior to making 

the trip to Sepheris Secundus, in order to make repairs at the Port Wander shipyards and to engage in trade.  

Travel time from Scintilla to Port Wander is approximately 210 standard year divisions.  Travel time from 

Port Wander to Sepheris Secundus is approximately 105 standard year divisions.  It is estimated, though 

not confirmed, that the Miseriecord will be berthed at Port Wander for approximately 90 standard year 

divisions.  

 

You are to continue aboard the Miseriecord during this time and to undertake the following three 

investigations, listed in order of priority, in service to the Emperor. 

 

Mission Primaris:  assess the location and strength of a mutant insurgency on Sepheris Secundus prior to 

the arrival of an Inquisitorial strike force. 

 

Mission Secundus:  continue surveillance of the Chartist vessel Miseriecord, seeking signs of heresy, 

apostasy, and influence of the ruinous powers.  In addition, continue your research into potential 

inaccuracies in the processing and sale of ghost-flower pollen.   

 

Mission Tertius:  while docked at Port Wander, assist Medicae Interrogator Sand of the Prefecta Mortem 

in an investigation of possible heretical technology. 

 

Details of these missions to follow. 

 

You are cautioned not to underestimate the value of the missions secundus and tertius.  While it is 

important that you do not exhaust your resources in fulfilling these mission objectives to the point that you 

are unable to complete mission primaries, these missions are still of great value to the Imperium, and you 

are expected to treat them as such. 

 

Mission Primaris 

Author:  Inquisitor Astrid Skane 

Location:  Harrow Mine Complex, Sepheris Secundus 

Legate Investigator pro tem:  Commissar Calpurnia Jamadar 

Mission details:  a request for intervention by the Holy Inquisition has been filed by the Proctor Noles 

Rotlan of the Adeptus Arbites Precinct 14.  He reports that there appears to be increasing unrest within the 

mine complex known as the Harrow, and that incidents of sabotage and terrorism are increasing beyond the 

ability of the local nobility to control.  A group calling itself the Broken Chains, composed of heretical 

mutants, appears to be responsible.  Proctor Rotlan suspects that there may be infestation by the Ruinous 

Powers, or at minimum some form of cult activity growing in the area –  

1. Some of the sabotage appears to have taken the form of some sort of psychic attack. 



2. Some form of Xenos technology may be involved, as the explosives used in some of the attacks 

operate on some sort warp-based technology as yet unidentified. 

3. Pict recordings from security data recorders show a particular mutant leading many of the 

operations.  This mutant has been positively identified as Assod Morrir, one of the leaders of the 

Broken Chains revolt 20 years ago.  However, Assod Morrir was confirmed dead during the 

suppression of that uprising. 

 

You are to contact Proctor Rolan at the Precinct 14 Operations Center of the Harrow upon arrival for 

further updates and briefings.  You are then to undertake the following mission objectives: 

• assess the strength and disposition of the Broken Chains rebellion, with particular 

emphasis on involvement of rogue psykers, Xenos technology, and/or intervention of the 

Ruinous Powers. 

• Determine who is leading the Broken Chains rebellion and whether it is a wholly 

indigenous operation or is receiving off-planet support. 

• Outline a plan for dealing with the Broken Chains rebellion and getting production back 

on schedule for the Harrow. 

 

You will have approximately 30 standard year divisions to complete your operational goals prior to the 

arrival of the Pugnus Judicia.  You will report aboard for debriefing, and will assist with further operations 

to pacify the rebellion. 

 

Addendum 1 (Additional resources):  to assist with this mission, you will be accompanied by the Baronet 

Aately Vapherra Riksdag, formerly a minor retainer on the estates of the Harrow.  He is familiar with the 

area and may be of some use in helping to identify and root out the heresy involved.  Though he is to be 

treated with due courtesy, he holds no rank within the Inquisition and is to be considered a resource rather 

than an ally.  The Baronet is at your disposal during your travels, but should be safeguarded until your 

arrival at Sepheris Secundus, lest he be lost as a resource for that mission. 

 

It is impossible to know the exact resources you will need to accomplish your mission, but you may apply 

to Proctor Rotlan for whatever you may need.  Further resources will become available once Pugnus 

Judicia arrives.  This is not a covert mission, but acolytes are nonetheless advised to keep a low profile, as 

the local nobility has not been advised of intervention by the Holy Inquisition. 

 

Addendum 2 (the Broken Chains):  the Broken Chains was originally a rebellion against the rightful rulers 

of Sepheris Secundus led by the heretic and traitor Baron Havalier Saeton Ulbrexis, which occurred 23 

standard years ago.  Centered on the Baron’s mine complex known as The Harrow, the rebellion 

successfully held off attacks by the local nobility and the Queen’s Scourges for over a year, owing to access 

to high grade weaponry (believed to have been purchased by Baron Ulbrexis), but was eventually broken 

by a combination of internal schism and the intervention of an Adeptus Arbites suppression expedition.  

Most of the rebels were killed during the suppression, but a few were captured, interrogated, and executed 

– Baron Ulbrexis among them. 

 

Goals of the rebellion were the overthrow of the rightful Imperial Government and sabotage of Calixis 

Sector economy through loss of raw materials provided by Sepheris Secundus.  It is believed that Baron 

Ulbrexis intended to pressure the Sector Governor into recognizing him as the new ruler of the planet by 

withholding the planet’s tithes. 

 

More recently, it appears that a new group calling itself the Broken Chains has become active on Sepheris 

Secundus.  This group has engaged in random acts of terrorism throughout the Harrow and have severely 

damaged the infrastructure of the mine operations.  Unlike the previous incarnation of the group, which 

focused primarily on attacks against mine overseers and equipment, the current incarnation of the group 

focuses on high casualty events aimed at destroying or disrupting the mine workers themselves.  This new 

group also utilizes some technology that is not recognizably Imperial in origin, including a type of warp-

based explosive which they have used to completely seal several deep mine workings. 

 



Both incarnations of the Broken Chains have been comprised of a mixture of heretical mutants (mutants 

being tolerated by local authorities to allow for mining operations in areas too unsafe even for laborers) and 

escaped serfs who have betrayed their oaths to the Emperor and to their lords. 

 

Mission Secundus 

Author:  Inquisitor Astrid Skane via Lord Inquisitor Anton Zerbe 

Location:  Chartist Vessel Miseriecord 

Legate Investigator pro tem:  Psyker Aspirant Xanthia 

Mission details:  you will continue your surveillance of the Chartist Vessel Miseriecord during its transit to 

Port Wander, and subsequent transit to Sepheris Secundus.  At Sepheris Secundus you will be responsible 

for briefing your relief team and will then hand over responsibility to them.  During your time aboard, you 

will conduct clandestine monitoring of the Misericord, seeking signs of heresy, apostasy, and influence of 

the ruinous powers.  In addition, continue your research into potential inaccuracies in the processing and 

sale of Ghostfire pollen, as well as other mysteries surrounding the vessel and its effects on the worlds that 

it visits. 

 

During your stay at Port Wander, you will in particular follow up on one aspect of your investigation 

previously discovered.  Per your previous reports, the Rogue Trader Serren Travius has been purchasing 

increasing quantities of processed Ghostfire pollen for the past several standard years.  As a Rogue Trader, 

it is likely that Travius has interests in Port Wander, and even possible that he may be on the station in 

order to afford the opportunity to trade with the Miseriecord.  You are to follow up on this portion of your 

investigation to the best of your ability while on Port Wander, though circumstances at the time will 

determine the extent of your operations. 

 

Addendum 1 (Rogue Trader Serren Travius):  Serren Travius is the Captain of the Havoc Class Raider 

Righteous Purge and holder of a Rogue Trader charter dating back over 1,000 years.  His family’s charter 

originally included the Calixis Expanses prior to the sector being conquered by the Imperium.  Travius 

himself operates primarily in the Koronus Expanses. 

 

Travius has a reputation as a smuggler and troublemaker, like most Rogue Trader captains, and seldom 

ventures further into Imperial space than Port Wander, though he has a network of contacts stretching all 

the way to Scintilla that allows him to sell his cargoes and procure the supplies he needs to keep his 

operations functional.  He is known to be quite aggressive, even by the standards of his kind, and his crew 

is well-trained, efficient, and every bit as bloody minded as their Captain. 

 

Travius holds title as an Explorator Locum within the Adeptus Mechanicus, an unusual thing for one not of 

the Machine Cult, and is known to regularly supply them with Ork artifacts brought back from the Koronus 

Expanses. 

 

Addendum 2 (Additional resources):  an additional group of Acolytes, serving under Inquisitor Rathbone, 

will be traveling aboard the Miseriecord as far as Port Wander on other business.  Their leader, Legate 

Investigator Trempan (traveling under the title Calculus-Logi Trempan) is aware of your presence and your 

identities.  Please extend to them every courtesy in a spirit of cooperation. 

 

A small number of high level members of the crew aboard the Miseriecord are aware of your identity and 

purpose.  You may, in extremis, contact them using channel N32, encryption pattern BY-836/Delta.  This is 

a one-way communication only, so make any requests for assistance and/or resources succinctly and 

clearly.  Response time should be less than one standard year division. 

 

Mission Tertius 

Author:  Medicae Interrogator Ryhard Sand 

Location:  Port Wander 

Legate Investigator pro tem:  Teniente Rollando Hernandez 

 



Mission Details:  The Inquisition has received a request from Medicae Interrogator Sand, a Lord of the 

Prefecta Mortem of Port Wander, for assistance in investigating a suspicious death involving heretical 

technology.   

 

An unskilled hab worker was found dead in a transit tunnel, and preliminary forensic examination 

discovered considerable tampering with the subject’s biological structure as well as illegal grafted 

organisms.  Due to the distance involved, as well as the potential for involvement by unstable elements 

such as Rogue Trader captains, Medicae Interrogator Sand has kept the matter quiet, and requests a covert 

investigation. 

 

Upon arrival at Port Wander, you will make yourselves available at your earliest convenience to Medicae 

Interrogator Sand for a more complete briefing and will undertake to assist him.  Although Lord Sand is 

senior to you, the Writ of Question for this matter will be held by Teniente Hernandez, and the 

investigation will therefore be under his remit and authority.  Nevertheless, you will extend every courtesy 

to Lord Sand in this matter. 

 

Addendum 1:  Port Wander is a void station located in the Rubycon II system at the outermost edge of the 

Drusus Marches of the Calixis sector, rightly regarded as the last bastion f the rule of the Emperor this side 

of the Koronus Expanse.  Founded in 910.M40 as an Imperial Navy base and staging ground to investigate 

the loss of large numbers of Imperial vessels on the fringes of the Drusus Marches.  The discovery of the 

Koronus Passage, a relatively safe transit way into the Koronus Expanses, Port Wander grew in importance 

due to its proximity to the passage.  Over time the station became a major trading port and berthing facility 

for Rogue Trader Captains operating in the Koronus Expanse.  The station now includes extensive repair 

facilities. 

 

The station is still nominally under the control of the Imperial Navy, but in practice they control only a 

small portion of the station’s core, approximately 1/3 of the repair facilities, and the station’s defense 

batteries.  Various trading lines and corporations control the remainder of the station, and the Adeptus 

Mechanicus maintains a presence here as well in order to study the nearby warp storms. 

 

Addendum 2 (Additional resources):  you may petition Medicae Interrogator Sand for any additional 

resources you may require. 

 

In addition, you are instructed to contact an individual by the name of Oberst Dray, who operates as a scrap 

picker in the Port Wander Market, the Court of the Dead.  Oberst Dray provides information for the Ordo 

Hereticus from time to time, and may have something of interest for you while you are passing time on Port 

Wander.  It is at your discretion as to whether or not you follow up on any information Dray may give you.  

You may display your Writ of Question to him to prove your identity, and he should then provide you with 

documentation signed by me to prove his.  Should any items of interest come up, Teniente Hernandez is to 

take charge of any investigation. 

 

 

For the glory of the Emperor! 

 

 

 


